HVAC Systems—Scalable system solutions for
maintaining ideal temperature, humidity and CO²
Optimized Equipment—Ductless, DX, Unitary,
Air Handling, Terminal, and Chilled Water Systems
Building Automation Systems—Making
precise control easier, mobile and data-rich
Intelligent Services™—Monitoring and
analytics to optimize your building and minimize
unexpected downtime
Energy Services—Managing your energy supply
and demand to reduce cost, optimize
performance and improve sustainability
Building Services—Reliable, preventative and
proactive scheduled maintenance and repair by
factory trained technicians
Rental Systems—Promptly provides temporary,
scalable HVAC and power from standard
applications to complex solutions

Indoor Agriculture

Going beyond seasons for ideal year-round growing
Mother nature knows exactly what plants need to grow and produce. But she doesn’t always cooperate. As a leader
in advanced HVAC equipment, systems and services, Trane tops nature in providing consistent and reliable growing
conditions—indoors. Our solutions give you complete authority over temperature, humidity, CO², and airborne
pathogens. We put control in your hands, so you can manage—and continually improve—the conditions
that maximize the genetic potential of your crop.

Let’s go beyond growth.
Let’s engineer an environment that differentiates genetic potential, maximizes production and builds long-term ROI. Trane can replicate your
proprietary process, and scale it rapidly into multiple buildings as your operations expand. Through decades of experience in thousands of
buildings supporting health care, data centers and manufacturing, we’ve honed the ability to control mission-critical environments.

No tolerance for variability? Leverage technology-driven
HVAC systems.
Can’t stand swings in humidity? Trane’s HVAC systems and digital controls
allow you to tightly manage temperature and humidity. Remotely access your
systems easily and securely using Trane Connect, including our free mobile
apps. And when you’re ready to expand, our open architecture makes it easy
to integrate with other systems and devices.

Elevating your profitability targets? Look at reducing
energy costs.
Energy efficient HVAC systems reduce electricity demand, and your operating
costs. We can help on the supply side, too, with professional energy
purchasing and sourcing strategies. And by storing energy, you can shift
demand to capture lower, off-peak utility rates.

Need boots on the ground support? Engage our service pros.
System downtime is a manageable risk. Our nationwide network of factory
trained service professionals and parts centers deliver the hands-on support
and speedy response you need. With a service agreement in place, we’ll
maintain system performance proactively.

Let’s go beyond...
Trane makes every day a perfect day for growing. Trane takes a holistic approach to Indoor Agriculture performance. We’re combining industry
experience, efficient equipment, intelligent services and comprehensive energy services to make growing facilities stronger and more profitable.

For more information, contact your local sales representative or visit trane.com/IndoorAg
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Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of
brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and
buildings; transport and protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a $14 billion global business
committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results.
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